
Wrestler  of  the  Day  –
November 6: Ivory
Today is a woman who doesn’t fit the traditional Diva mold: Ivory.

Ivory got started in the totally campy GLOW promotion in the mid 80s and
was one of the few women to stay in the business after it closed. Here
she is at AWA SuperClash III.

Lingerie Battle Royal

Pali  the  Syrian  Terrorist,  Luna  Vachon,  Nina,  Pocahontas,
Malibu, Brandi Mae, Laurie Lynn, Peggy Lee Leather, Bambi

This is a Beverly Hills Street Fight Battle Royal. You can win
by over the top rope or ripping clothes off so it’s more like
a bra and panties battle royal. Other than Nina (Ivory) and
Luna, none of these girls ever meant anything. This is a POWW
match and David McLane is on commentary here and sounds so
horny he makes Lawler sound like a nun. The winner gets ten
grand also. The girls start in regular clothes and are as
gimmicked  as  you  could  imagine.  In  short,  the  girl  named
Leather wears leather etc.

What exactly do you want me to say here? It’s a lingerie
battle royal with a total of 2/9 girls being known names. Nina
vs. the Terrorist is the main rivalry here. Lynn is out.
Various amounts of clothes are torn off and this is really
boring. Apparently this started with a pair of jeans being
torn up. Pocahontas is gone.

Nina is also and we’re down to five. This is awful by the way.
A loud TAKE IT OFF chant starts up. Peggy and Bambi are out,
leaving us with Brandi, Luna and the Terrorist. Luna takes a
bump from the top (called the third rope by McLane) and we’re
down to the two that started this. After far too long, the
Terrorist wins.
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Rating:  F.  Just  horrible  here  on  all  levels  and  an
embarrassment to say the least. McLane is considered scum in
wrestling and I can’t say I really disagree based on what I’ve
seen from them. This was totally horrible and makes the Divas
today look like Thesz vs. Gagne or something like that. Think
about that for a minute.

We’ll jump WAY ahead now as there isn’t much to see until 1994 when Ivory
took a few years off from wrestling. Here’s one of her first matches
back, from Raw on March 22, 1999.

Sable vs. Ivory

Non-title. Ivory’s friend D’Lo Brown jumps in on commentary. Sable wants
to stretch before we get going and we hear about Hardcore Holly vs. Al
Snow vs. Billy Gunn at Mania. Cue PMS as Sable hits a horrible kick to
Ivory’s ribs. Terri and Jackie yell at D’Lo and Ivory gets a pair of near
falls. Jackie trips Ivory and Sable wins with the powerbomb. This was
nothing, again.

Ivory would become the focus of the division by winning the title later
in the year. Here she is defending it at Summerslam 1999.

Women’s Title: Ivory vs. Tori

Ivory is defending and Tori is just horrible for the most part. Ivory
painted the word sl** on Tori a few weeks ago to set this up. Tori
charges in and hits a powerslam for two and it’s time for a breather. The
crowd is already dead for this and a back elbow gets two for the
champion. Tori hits a pair of suplexes and some lame kicks for two. Ivory
is loudly calling spots to keep Tori from screwing everything up. The
fans chant TAKE IT OFF as Ivory hooks a big swing. Tori comes back with a
horrible spear and a middle rope cross body for two. They horribly botch
a sunset flip so they do it again with Ivory sitting on Tori for the pin.

Rating: F+. Tori looked good in a bra and tight pants and that’s about
it. Seriously, she was TERRIBLE and makes the modern Divas look like ring
generals. Ivory was trying out there but she was hardly a miracle worker.
Trish would debut soon but wouldn’t get good for about four more years.



Ok so maybe the good is still coming. Here’s another defense at
Unforgiven 1999.

Women’s Title: Ivory vs. Luna Vachon

Ok then. They’re in an office and fighting with a copier and
phone. Ivory is champion here in case you were wondering. It’s
your standard match in this genre and is just various weapons
shots and throwing people into things. Odd to see women doing
it though. A splash onto some cardboard boxes as Luna channels
her inner Foley. This is about as pointless as you could ask
for. And here’s Tori to save Luna for no apparent reason.
Ivory hits Luna with a wooden pole for the pin. That was as
pointless as I could have imagined.

Rating: N/A. Way too short here. This was like 3 minutes long
and random as all goodness. Yeah that’s all I’ve got.

Another defense at Rebellion 1999.

Women’s Title: Tori vs. Jacqueline vs. Luna Vachon vs. Ivory

Tori is the former lesbian stalker that is now just sexy.
Jackie is very annoying and no one cares about her. Ross is
freaking over the Bulldog thing to further emphasize that he
is a HEEL. Luna is a face. That’s just odd. Wow this division
is dying to have Trish and Lita show up, if nothing else for
their looks. No tagging here. Please make it quick. Various
people do various teams and no one cares.

The division was a bigger joke than it is today if you can
believe that. Crowd is more or less dead here but not quite.
The  ECW  Triple  Sleeper  is  added  to  as  it’s  a  quadruple
sleeper. This is just a series of really stupid looking spots
in a row. And Ivory hits Jackie with a belt and wins it. Wow I
really could not have cared less there. Ross says he didn’t
care because of Stephanie. Nice cover up there Jimbo.

Rating: F. These matches had a tendency to be awful. Awful



sounds like a nice thing here as this was just annoying to
have to sit through. Terrible match to say the least as the
division just doesn’t have enough talent to work well yet.
Trish and Lita will show up to save things eventually but
until then we’re stuck with this.

Then this happened at No Mercy 1999.

Women’s Title: Fabulous Moolah vs. Ivory

Mae is with her of course. This was when the women’s division
was about as boring as you could possibly imaging so this very
well may have been the best they could think of. Ivory has a
nice figure if nothing else. Dang that’s something I didn’t
notice  before.  Ok  I  have  a  reason  to  pay  attention  now.
Seriously though, this is ok? No one sees anything wrong with
this at all?

Having a woman who was in her 20s in World War II being in a
wrestling match in 1999 is fine now? Mae breaks up a pin and
Moolah gets thrown to the floor. Ok this is officially stupid.
Mae gets knocked to the floor. I don’t care if they say they
can do this. It’s not something you should allow them to do.
If you’re Vince you say no to them.

That’s all there is to it. I mean Moolah is taking bumps out there. This
is ridiculous. And now Mae takes a belt shot to the head and falls from
the apron to the floor. Moolah wins the title on a horrible looking
rollup. This is idiotic and thankfully it’s over. She would lose the
title 8 days later to Ivory, making this totally pointless.

Rating: F. No. This is not acceptable. This is nothing but
irresponsible. I don’t care if they’re ok with it or anything
like that. Vince, you should never have let them in the ring
no matter what. This is ridiculous and not right on any level.
I hate stuff like this as it’s dangerous and not needed. Don’t
have a title match or whatever, but do not do this ever.



From Raw on December 27, 1999.

Ivory/Prince Albert vs. The Kat/Val Venis vs. Gangrel/Luna vs.
Jacqueline/Viscera

Kat is Women’s Champion. Why this match exists is beyond me. Val and
Albert start this off. Val gets caught in a chokebomb and a slam. He tags
in….Luna? Albert runs over her so she hits him low and brings in Val to
face Viscera. Gangrel comes in illegally and takes a spinebuster. There’s
the Money Shot but Teddy Long (referee) says that’s not the right
referee. Bicycle kick from Albert pins Val quickly. What a mess.

We’ll jump ahead to Survivor Series 2000 as the division is actually
getting better. Ivory is now part of the Right to Censor, a censorship
group, meaning she actually has a character.

Women’s Title: Ivory vs. Lita

Ivory is in the RTC and is defending here. Lita goes straight at her and
the fight is on fast. A quick hiptoss puts Ivory down as does an
enziguri. Ivory comes back with a clothesline as Jerry panics over seeing
Lita’s thong. Ivory hits a right hand and HOLY SWEET GOODNESS is Lita
bleeding from it! I mean she is GUSHING. During the replay of it, Lita
botches a rana and drives Ivory’s head into the mat. I’m not sure which
of those hurt worse.

Steven Richards comes out so Lita throws Ivory to the floor and hits a
big dive to take both of them out. A cross body gets two for Lita but the
moonsault misses thanks to Steven. Ivory misses a belt shot and gets
suplexed down. Lita takes her own top off but the moonsault hits knees.
Apparently Ivory pulled the belt up and knocked Lita out with it to
retain.

Rating: D. This was like any Raw match you would have ever seen. That’s
the theme for this show so far: most of the matches are nothing special
and could have been on most TV shows. Lita looked out of it in there,
which says a lot for her as she got WAY better in a few years, as did
Trish. Nothing to see here. Ivory would start feuding with Chyna very
soon.



Here’s the first major match with Chyna at Royal Rumble 2001.

Women’s Title: Chyna vs. Ivory

Ivory is defending here. Chyna immediately runs her over with a pair of
clotheslines and a toss around by the hair. Stomping ensues and Chyna
knocks her out to the floor. They head into the crowd so Chyna gorilla
presses her right back to ringside. Back in and Steven Richards gets
beaten up as well. In an ending to set up Wrestlemania, Chyna tries the
Muta Handspring Elbow but hurts her neck (on the softest bump in the
corner you’ll see in years) and Ivory gets the pin to retain.

Rating: D. Ivory was squashed until the end when she won off an injury.
What are you expecting from a match like this? This was designed to get
more attention on Chyna because no female could conceivably beat her, so
making her Women’s Champion for her Playboy hype wouldn’t do much good.
Nothing to see here at all unless you’re a fan of Chyna in leather.

And the blowoff at Wrestlemania X7.

Women’s Title: Chyna vs. Ivory

For one of the only times ever, Chyna looks great here. Ivory holds the
belt to her face before the bell, but the referee is shoved away to let
Ivory hit Chyna in the back with said title. Ivory gets in a few more
shots but Chyna catches a boot in the corner. The destruction begins and
Ivory is beaten down in the corner. A powerbomb kills Ivory dead but
Chyna pulls her up at two. Instead it’s a gorilla press slam for the pin
and the title. Chyna would bail on the company about a month later
without ever losing the title.

We’ll jump ahead to Raw on September 3, 2001 for a mixed tag.

Matt Hardy/Lita vs. Ivory/Hurricane

The guys start things off and Matt is so fired up that he gets put in
position for a superplex. The fans chant for Hurricane as Ivory raises
the roof. Men vs. women is cool here. Off to Lita who hits her
headscissors but walks into a facejam for two. Off to the men and Matt
can’t fire the crowd up at all. Ivory gets speared down but Saturn comes



down to break up the middle rope legdrop. Eye of the Hurricane gets the
quick pin. This was worthless.

To Survivor Series 2001 to deal with Chyna bailing on the company.

Women’s Title: Trish Stratus vs. Ivory vs. Lita vs. Mighty Molly vs.
Jacqueline vs. Jazz

Chyna relinquished the title earlier in the year without being pinned and
then disappeared so this is the best we’ve got to pick from for the new
champion. This is Jazz’s debut and NO ONE CARES. Why does no one care?
Because Jazz meant nothing in ECW and was a face there but is a heel
here. Jazz and Lita start things off with Jazz pounding away. Off to
Jackie vs. Molly off some blind tags and somehow even fewer people care
about Jackie.

Jackie dropkicks Molly down and it’s off to Ivory who gets caught in a
sunset flip for two. This is one fall to a finish. Ivory slingshots
Jackie into the ropes and it’s off to Trish who is looking very good in
those little pink shorts of hers. Lita gets knocked to the floor and the
three Alliance chicks (Ivory, Jazz, Molly) triple team Trish for a bit.
Jackie double crosses Lita on Poetry in Motion and everyone hits their
finishers on everyone else. The Litasault gets two on Ivory as Jazz
saves. Lita gets backdropped to the floor and it’s Ivory vs. Trish left.
Stratusfaction gives Trish I believe her first title.

Rating: D. It was short, the match wasn’t any good, Trish looked great in
the skin tight barely there pink shorts, Lita looked good as usual, and
that’s all I’ve got here. As usual with situations like this, when the
previous champion doesn’t lose the title, the new champion comes in at a
big disadvantage.

Ivory’s appearances would become far less frequent so we’ll jump ahead to
one of her last matches at Armageddon 2003.

Raw Women’s Title: Molly Holly vs. Ivory

This is a bonus match. Molly is champion and there’s no story
to this whatsoever. The thing with Molly at this point is



she’s a virgin and she’s frustrated all the time. From what I
remember she was a virgin until she was married in real life.
That’s rather cool. Molly is sent to the floor as no one cares
about this at all. Ivory hits a flip off the apron to take
Molly down again.

Back inside as there’s nothing going on here at all. You can
tell this is the food break match before the main event and
that’s fine. You have to have one of those I guess. Armbar
goes on by Molly as we talk about anything but this match. JR
apologizes for having nothing to say because he doesn’t have
any notes for it. Molly hits a Muta elbow for two. Ivory gets
a rollup which is reversed into one by Molly for the pin.

Rating: D+. Just a match really here. Was there going to be
anything of note here at all expected? It’s just a bonus match
so it’s not like you can really complain here. Neither of
these chicks would wind up doing anything else in the division
for more or less the rest of time, so there you are.

Ivory was talented but spent most of her run in a dead period for women’s
wrestling. At the end of the day, there’s only so much you can do with
the girls that she had to work with but Ivory gave it a solid effort. She
would have fit in just fine in the upcoming glory days of the division a
few years later but she just came along at the wrong time.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new book of
1997 WCW Monday Nitro Reviews at Amazon for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00NPPH0WI

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for under $4 at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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